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Ace & Tate launches collaboration with Paris-
based, sex positive ready to wear brand —
Carne Bollente

Dutch eyewear brand Ace & Tate continues its aim to radiate optimism, colour and good vibes

this summer with a limited edition collection with sex positive Paris-based ready to wear brand,

Carne Bollente.

Offered as the Summer of Love pack with two exclusive colourways, each packaged with beach-

friendly limited edition merch including an embroidered cap, a beach towel and an exclusive

tote bag, all featuring Carne Bollente’s signature illustrations. 

Tommasso

Tommasso pays homage to the 90s with square lines, thick temples and exclusive pink lenses

for a rose tinted view of the world. Carne Bollente’s signature illustrations adorn the statement

black frame to create playful details that elevate every summer look. 

⏲

http://press.aceandtate.com/


Perla

Perfect for lovers of oversized frames, Perla is the ultimate sunny with unexpected angles. 

Arriving in a Cashew colour-way with tinted lenses, Perla offers just the right amount of drama

— paired with the pack’s limited edition beach towel, the two offer the ultimate ‘chill by the

pool’ look.



ABOUT ACE & TATE

Established in 2014, sex positive brand, Carne Bollente, aims to bridge the gap of sex and

positivity, by letting individuals express their own sexuality and kinks through clothes. 

“The Summer of Love bundle pack is a symbolic invitation to exchange and share optimism

and open-mindedness with others. Explore your kinks and change your vision to welcome a

new era! Life in pink always feels better. We hope that you’ll enjoy this project as much as we

enjoyed creating it with Ace & Tate. Sincerely yours,” says the Carne Team.

The Summer of Love Bundle packs will be available online and exclusively in four of Ace &

Tate’s retail locations — Amsterdam Van Woustraat, London Brewer Street, Berlin Alte

Schönhauser and Brussels Antoine Dansaertstraat — from Thursday, July 8th. 

www.aceandtate.com  www.carnebollente.com 

For more information or to request an interview please contact

heather.turnbull@aceandtate.com 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Editors Notes: 

About Ace & Tate 

All of our frames are designed by us in Amsterdam, and we oversee all steps — from mood

board to finished product — so we can offer you quality frames at transparent prices, starting at

€100.

We only use the good stuff, from the acetate and metal we make our glasses with, to our top-

notch lenses. We work with some of the best suppliers in the world, so best believe your frames

will be just right. Find out more about what goes into our frames here.

About Carne Bollente 

Since 2014, the free and independent Paris-based brand focuses on the relationship between

sex and positivity to allow people to embrace their sexuality and kinks through their clothes. By

combining straightforward staples with scenic sex illustrations that manage to cover a wide

scope of sexual taboos, Carne Bollente injects irreverence and humour into no-frills basics. 

https://www.aceandtate.com/
http://www.carnebollente.com/
mailto:heather.turnbull@aceandtate.com
https://www.aceandtate.com/nl-en/about/quality
https://www.aceandtate.com/nl-en/about/pricing
https://www.aceandtate.com/nl-en/about/factories


About Ace & Tate

thoughtfully designed eyewear from €100, including prescription

Ace & Tate design all products — from frames to eye care — in Amsterdam, working with some of the best
suppliers in the world. With an overview over the entire supply chain, the eyewear brand is able to offer the best
service and products in-house, all at straightforward prices.

we’re working on it

While Ace & Tate isn’t a sustainable company yet, they are committed to finding the smartest, most mindful
solutions to create a more planet-friendly product. Innovations in the value chain, retail and within the team all
add up to an innovative environmental and social journey. The next goal? Become carbon neutral by 2030.

join the community and get inspired @aceandtate

Ace & Tate
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